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- Ian 

Based on the feedback I received, our 10th Portfolio Day, held on October 3th, was the best 

we’ve ever had. Big thanks to Band member Mario Rosati for hosting us at Wilson Sonsini 

Goodrich & Rosati and to Sonja for doing her usual splendid organizational job with 

everything about the event. Members heard updates from 16 portfolio companies and I think 

my impression was shared by many; we have some amazing companies! We at the Band have 

had a small, but often critical, role to play in each of these companies which now employ 

hundreds of people, generate millions of dollars, and have the potential to change or create 

new industries. By my assessment, at least two of the companies look like strong contenders 

to exit via IPO generating IPO like multiples. On the other end of the exit spectrum Band 

member Suresh Pai reprised the successful “small ball” investment strategy during a Fireside 

Chat with Kate Garrett, CEO of Ciel Medical (October 2016 Dinner) which was acquired by 

Vyaire Medical just eight months after our investment. It was only a single digit return 

multiple but in just 8 months that makes a compelling IRR! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While Portfolio Day was not a fundraising event, some of the presenting companies that are 

actively fundraising will come to the Band again for follow-on funding at the monthly 

“Second Look” Lunch. Always held in San Francisco the day after the Deal Dinner, this 

month the CBD from algae company, Purissima, will be presenting. Please take note that, 

because the Bentley Reserve is booked, the October 18th “Second Look” will be at the new 

headquarters of The Commonwealth Club (110 The Embarcadero, San Francisco). Thanks to 

Band member Jaleh Daie (who is on the Board of The Commonwealth Club) for arranging 

this. And speaking of Jaleh, I thought you might enjoy reading her recent article in Startup 

City Magazine, pages 20-21 (http://bit.ly/Ag-Food) entitled: “Silicon Aggies and the 2nd 

Inning in Ag Tech”. 

http://www.bandangels.com/
http://bit.ly/Ag-Food
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Welcome New Member 

Negar Rajabi is a venture partner at NextGen Venture Partners. Previously she 

was an Entrepreneur in Residence at SRI International where she explored 

commercializing several patented disruptive technologies focused on robotics, 

computer vision, artificial intelligence, and advanced sensing. Before that, she 

sourced and evaluated investment opportunities at Presidio Partners in the areas 

of 3D printing, drones, Industrial IoT, and digital manufacturing. Negar 

founded Cemsica, a startup that develops advanced nanomaterial technologies. 

She has been the winner of NASA prize in Rice Business Plan Competition, the 

winner of Wharton Venture Award, and Finalist in Caltech, LBS, and Steve 

Case competitions. In addition, earlier in her career she was a senior mechanical 

engineer at Schlumberger, Halliburton and WorleyParsons. She has a double 

Master’s degree in Mechanical Engineering and Business Administration from 

The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania. Negar is an investor member of the Wharton Alumni Angels. 
 
 

Recent Presenter and Portfolio Updates 

OnScale (August 2018 Dinner) is oversubscribed on the Band’s allocation of $250K. OnScale will close its $500K 

convertible note financing next week while continuing to work towards closing its Series A financing in Q1 2019. The 

company is revolutionizing engineering with a Cloud Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) platform that gives every 

engineering firm from startups to major enterprises access to supercomputers on the Cloud to solve tomorrow’s toughest 

engineering challenges. Contact: OnScale’s CEO Ian Campbell (Ian.Campbell@onscale.com).  

CoLabs (June 2018 Dinner) received $361K from the Band which closed out the $1.1M first tranche of VC Aphelio 

Capital led Series A. The company will likely be opening the second tranche in Q3 2019. CoLabs is the AED of advanced 

airways and ventilation addressing the extreme difficulties and liabilities of establishing an advanced airway in the 

emergency setting. CoLabs has been invited to present their technology at several influential med-tech conferences, 

gaining further traction for its novel therapy. Contact: CoLabs’ CEO Clay Nolan (clay.nolan@colabsmedical.com).  

Band portfolio company Strategikon Pharma (April 2018 Dinner) has used funds from its first seed round to refine its 

product offering and gain substantial market traction with its line of SaaS modules for budgeting, sourcing, and contract 

management of complex late-phase clinical trials. Key accomplishments to date include 12 companies using or testing 

the product, 3 POCs completed, high accuracy in cost benchmarking, and hiring a CCO and head developer. Signed 

contracts already provide for $235K in 2019, $280K in 2020 with a pipeline of over $1.1M. Strategikon is raising an 

additional $500K to be used to accelerate the drive to a $1M ARR. Detailed investor update report is available. Contact: 

Band members Robert Hess (rhess273@gmail.com) and Julie Kim (julie@techfinancecfo.com).  
 

Band of Angels Calendar 

Deal Dinner 

6:15 PM - 9:00 PM 

Los Altos Golf & Country Club 

1560 Country Club Drive, Los Alto 

Wednesday, October 17th 

Wednesday, November 14th 

Second Look Lunch 

12:00 PM - 3:00 PM 

The Bently Reserve 

400 Sansome Street, San Francisco 

Thursday, October 18th 

Thursday, November 15th 

Deal Screening Committee 

11:30 AM - 2:00 PM 

Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati 

650 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto 

Wednesday, October 31st 

Wednesday, December 5th 
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▪ Forward trades. The disaggregation of the lending 

component of the trade means that the counter-party can 

choose to participate in just the spot component of the 

trade. This reduces the regulatory capital charges for 

forwards and also making more efficient use of limit credit 

utilization. 

9th Gear is building a marketplace. By deconstructing the 

trades, the company is allowing more participants to enter 

the market and is providing a new segment of lenders 

(corporate balance sheet lending, investment firms, even 

family wealth offices) to bring new sources of payment 

liquidity to the market. Its matching marketplace allows 

lenders to take the risks that they feel appropriate and also 

provide liquidity to those firms that, up until now, were 

gauged as they are borrowing for a vastly reduced period 

of time so that decreases costs. 

The 9th Gear solution is unique in the market. While many 

feel that new technologies such as blockchain can speed 

up the capital markets trade confirmation process and/or 

subsequent settlement and clearance processes, this 

solution takes a fundamentally new view of this process 

with the concept of “fund then trade,” to shorten this cycle 

to de minimis time frames. The concept of a lending 

platform coupled with a trading platform is unique in the 

market and is at the core of 9th Gear’s differentiation in 

the market. 

 
READYUP, which has Band members Mark Belinsky, 

Craig Harding, and Matthew Le Merle as previous 

investors, will be presented by co-founder and CEO 

Roderick Alemania (roderick@readyup.com; 415-377-

1440). Esports is the evolution of video games (e.g. 

Fortnite) becoming a form of online social connection, 

entertainment and competition. It is a large global market 

(380MM people) that will eclipse $1B in 2019 with a 

primary audience of young adults (87% are 18+, 56% 

between 18-34). Esports involves people playing video       

.       . 
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9TH GEAR TECHNOLOGIES will be presented by 

founder and CEO Maryanne Morrow (415-601-3258; 

maryanne@9thgear.io). The company is the only B:B 

institutional marketplace that enables same day Foreign 

Exchange (FX) transactions with a lending platform. 9th 

Gear offers greater transparency, reduced risk, and lower 

cost to vastly more participants. Through a digital 

transformation of the back-office, 9th Gear has re-

imagined the trade, moving from a process where a small 

number of global banks control the entire FX market and 

take two days to settle to a trade that is open to new 

participants and can be completed in minutes.  Leveraging 

the unique capabilities of blockchain technology, 9th Gear 

relies on the smart contracts and distributed ledger of a 

private permissioned blockchain to transform this $5.1T 

daily industry. 

Settlement standards in financial markets remain tied to 

the physical movement of assets between parties. These 

standards that were designed centuries ago to account for 

manual ledgers and paper certificates are no longer 

appropriate and continue only due to institutional and 

regulatory inertia.  Technology advances, particularly with 

blockchain technology, have the potential for payments to 

be exchanged almost immediately. 

Unlike competitor solutions that look to speed up a 

transaction using decentralized digital ledgers or 

decentralized applications, 9th Gear introduces a new 

concept of “fund then trade” to expedite the transaction 

cycle times and reduce regulatory capital requirements 

and mitigate counter-party credit risk. At the heart of the 

solution is the disaggregation of the lending component of 

a FX transaction (or other capital markets transaction) 

from the standard transaction. In the FX market, this 

approach presents compelling outcomes for the spot and 

forward FX markets: 

▪ Spot trades.  By funding trades, funds can be exchanged 

quickly with the potential to utilize the funding source 

multiple times a day. 

OCTOBER 2018 PROGRAM 

The Deal Screening Committee met on September 26th and chose from among the 54 companies under consideration 

the following deals: 9TH GEAR TECHNOLOGIES provides a platform to facilitate same day settlement of capital 

market trades resulting in more efficient capital utilization as well as credit and operational risk mitigation; READYUP, 

which has Band members Mark Belinsky, Craig Harding, and Matthew Le Merle as previous investors, enables 

gamers to discover and connect with people they like; and BIOVERGE, sponsored by Band member Amit Kumar, 

is a highly curated, impact investment platform exclusively dedicated to healthcare. 
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games on organized teams similar to traditional sports. 

These gamers are playing esports at all levels (hobbyist to 

professional) and most competition takes place online.  In 

esports, finding games and getting matched up with people 

who have similar skills is commonplace; however, due to 

its online nature where gamers have anonymity, it is hard 

to find a team or group of people to play with that you 

actually like.  Additionally, once you have found a team 

or group, it is hard to stay connected and improve--just like 

sports. 

ReadyUp takes best practices from traditional sports and 

social media so the esports community can MEET gamers 

they like, COMPETE together more easily with the 

support of team/group management tools, and GET 

BETTER by accessing a global marketplace of esports 

services. 

The platform was founded to benefit amateur and 

professional gamers at all levels, their teams, and the 

esports fan—agnostic to game or gaming platform—while 

driving engagement/revenue to gaming ecosystem 

partners (publishers, tournaments and esports services like 

streaming). Players start by creating a profile to meet other 

players, find a team or connect with fans. A gamer 

database and discovery recommendation system matches 

players based on skill and playing style--but most 

importantly compatibility so players can find teams and 

teams find players they like. For teams, comprehensive 

team management tools enable esports competitors to 

efficiently manage their teams so they can focus on 

competition and player development. For fans, an events 

calendar drives awareness and engagement with online 

events, streams and tournaments. ReadyUp’s marketplace 

creates a gig economy enabling gamers to monetize their 

skill and passion for gaming by offering coaching, training 

or fan focused gaming experiences (e.g. play with a pro 

gamer or celebrity).   

ReadyUp’s founding team is well connected with deep 

roots in esports, games, and media: Roderick Alemania 

(CEO) has worked at IGN Entertainment/News Corp and 

InfoSeek/Disney, Johnathan “Fatal1ty” Wendel (Chief 

Gaming Officer) was the world’s 1st full time Pro Gamer 

with 12 world titles and a Lifetime Achievement Award 

in esports and Sean Allen (CTO) worked at Sony 

PlayStation where he had 4 accepted patents.  Current 

investors include executives from Sony PlayStation, 

Twitch, Activision, Apple, Ubisoft, Take-Two Interactive, 

. 

 

Golden State Warriors, Dentsu Sports America, 

BlackRock, Interpublic Group and includes the former 

CIA Chief of Counterintelligence. 

The company has built V1 of a compatibility 

matchmaking engine, launched a closed beta of Team 

Management (open beta of both in Q4) and built a team of 

accomplished and experienced executives. ReadyUp is 

also in redline agreement stage with several partners 

which (confidentially) include the NBPA (National 

Basketball Players Association), ESEA (Esports 

Entertainment Association), Mountain Dew, and NACE 

(the National Association of Collegiate Esports). The 

company plans to raise $2M to accelerate product time to 

market and execute against its pending user acquisition 

partnerships. ReadyUp! 

 
BIOVERGE, sponsored by Band member Amit 

Kumar, will be presented by co-founders Neil Littman 

(646-483-1944; neil@bioverge.com) and Rick Gibb (630-

569-9106; rick@bioverge.com). Bioverge is a highly 

curated, impact investment platform exclusively dedicated 

to healthcare. Bioverge is fundamentally changing how 

emerging healthcare startups access capital and strategic 

support. The Bioverge platform combines the main 

elements of marketplaces and networks, enabling a 

motivated public to finance and support the health-related 

causes and companies most important to them. 

In 2017, $31B was donated to support healthcare causes 

in the U.S. Yet despite this effort, directly supporting the 

advancement of healthcare remains challenging due to the 

complexity of the subject matter and industry, as well as 

other barriers to access, such as geography.  

Bioverge is solving these issues and enabling the 

widespread support of emerging healthcare startups. Its 

marketplace provides individuals with a pool of vetted 

healthcare companies in which they can invest in and 

support - for profit, for purpose, or both. In addition to 

taking a highly curated approach, another key value-add is 

the platform’s ability to distill inherently complex subject 

matter and science into easily understandable and relatable 

terms, thereby overcoming one of the major obstacles 

facing people engaging with healthcare technologies. 

On the other side of its marketplace, companies turn to 

Bioverge for ready access to capital and ongoing resources  

BAND OF ANGELS NEWSLETTER 
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PURISSIMA will be presented by Co-founder and Chief 

Strategy Officer Rob Evans (revans@purissima.bio; 510- 

502-5622). Purissima is working to deliver high quality, 

cost effectively produced cannabinoids to the existing 

multi-billion dollar dietary supplement market and the 

emerging pharmaceutical space. Previously, the founders 

invented, scaled-up and commercialized novel oils and 

ingredients from genetically engineered microalgae using 

standard industrial fermentation, and are now redirecting 

this platform technology and their expertise towards 

higher value cannabinoid products that are experiencing 

accelerating demand, representing a global market that is 

projected to surpass $200B in value in the next decade. 

Today, more than 100 clinical trials are underway to 

validate the efficacy of cannabinoid based therapies that 

promise to address suffering by millions of people caused 

by chronic conditions like pain, PTSD, epilepsy, substance 

use disorder, cancer, Alzheimer's and Parkinson's 

diseases, ALS, and numerous other ailments, for which  

there often are few safe or effective therapies available. 

Plant-derived cannabinoids, such as a non-psychoactive 

cannabidiol (CBD), are expensive, in short supply, of 

questionable origin and quality, and available today only 

via agricultural sources. In June 2018 the FDA approved   

. 

the first plant derived cannabinoid pharmaceutical, 

branded Epidiolex™, for the treatment of early onset 

epilepsy. 

Purissima has demonstrated the biosynthesis of three 

unique cannabinoids and expects to unlock large-scale 

industrial bio-production of over 100 known cannabinoid 

molecules and phytochemicals from its novel platform, 

making safe and non-psychoactive cannabinoids a house-

hold staple and enabling a range of pharmaceutical 

applications to be developed. Purissima’s fermentation 

platform yields a paradigm shift in production time (4-7 

days per batch vs a 4-7 month crop cycle) and at costs that 

are projected to be less than 10% of projected Agricultural 

sources. Purissima believes that it will be the ‘de-facto’ 

low cost producer, using its patent-protected technology, 

supplying an already well-established market estimated to 

continue growing at >25% annually.  

Demand is expected to further accelerate as the Federal 

prohibition of cannabinoids is lifted. The graphic to the 

right depicts the potential therapeutic value of a range of 

cannabinoids, all of which & many more the company 

believes it will have the capability to produce at scale. 

Today, only THC and CBD are commercially viable from 

plant sources. 

 

from a domain-focused and motivated network of angel 

investors, strategic partners, subject matter experts, 

disease foundations, and other supporters. 

Bioverge is creating the premier destination hub for 

emerging healthcare companies seeking to engage 

individual investors and strategic support. While they are 

not the first to enable access to startups online, however, 

the Bioverge value proposition is strategically 

differentiated to offer lasting value to both sides of the 

market. Bioverge relentlessly prioritizes quality with a 

highly curated investment approach that leverage the 

collective knowledge and reach of a healthcare domain-

focused network.  

To date, Bioverge has successfully launched and 

syndicated nine deals with a 100% success rate, raising 

over $1M from 89 members, and has a 34% retention rate  

. 

(i.e. members who have invested in 2+ deals). Bioverge 

has also established one of the largest healthcare focused 

syndicates on AngelList with 183 LPs and garnered 

participation from the AngelList-affiliated venture funds. 

The Bioverge platform has several diversified revenue 

streams and growth opportunities, including: transaction 

fees (cash & equity), carried interest of 15-20% on ~$1M 

of total syndicated capital (and growing), paid premium 

features for companies & power users, and direct company 

investments. 

Bioverge is growing fast, has received strong 

endorsements from both sides of its marketplace, and has 

a long pipeline of opportunities to explore and engage as 

it strives to continue adding value to stakeholders and 

establishing its brand. Join us in our mission to transform 

healthcare. With Bioverge, we can go further, together. 

BAND OF ANGELS NEWSLETTER   
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“SECOND LOOK”  
The “Second Look” Lunch will be on Thursday, October 18th from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM at The Commonwealth Club 

(110 The Embarcadero, San Francisco). In addition to 9th Gear Technologies, ReadyUp, and Bioverge we will hear 

an update from Band portfolio company Purissima (October 2017 Dinner) that is currently fundraising. 

 

mailto:revans@purissima.bio
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Special Interest Group (SiG) Updates 
 
Accelerators: will participate in the Draper University Fall 2018 Hero Training Pitch Day on Wednesday, October 

17th at Hero City (55 E 3rd Ave San Mateo CA, 94401), as well as the Demo Days of The SkyDeck on Wednesday, 

November 7th (UC Berkeley’s Pauley Ballroom) and Acceleprise on November 6th (Microsoft Reactor, 680 Folsom 

St, San Francisco). Contact: Sanjiv Taneja (sanjiv@bandangels.com). 

AgFood Tech: will meet on Monday, November 12th from 11:30 AM to 2:30 PM at Carr & Ferrell (120 Constitution 

Dr, Menlo Park). Contact: Jaleh Daie (jdaie@bandangels.com). 

Digital Disruption: will meet on Thursday, November 8th from 10:30 AM to 3:00 PM at the Band’s office (750 Battery 

St, 7th Fl, San Francisco). Contact: Dave Krauthamer (dkrauthamer@bandangels.com). 

Energy: will meet on Tuesday, October 23rd for office hours at Larry Kelly’s office (1060 La Avenida, Mountain View) 

at 11:00 AM. Contact: Larry Kelly (lkelly@kellyven.com). 

HardTech: will meet on Monday, November 5th at TechCode (1172 Castro St, Mountain View) from 11:00 AM to 

3:00 PM. Contact: Kurt Petersen (kurt.mems@gmail.com) and Bruce Walicek (bwalicek@bandangels.com). 

Life Science/MedTech: will meet on Wednesday, November 14th from 11:00 AM to 2:00 PM at Carr & Ferrell (120 

Constitution Dr, Menlo Park). Contact: Craig Pritsky (cpritsky@bandangels.com), as well as the SiG chairs Mike Bates 

(mbates@gmail.com) and Rich Juelis (juelis@sbcglobal.net). 

Luminary: will meet on Tuesday, October 30th at 4:00 PM with Jocelyn Goldfein, of Zeta Ventures and formerly 

Engineering Director at Facebook, on the topic "AI - an Overview and Investment Opportunities" at TBD location in 

Palo Alto. Contact: Robert Kyle rkyle613@gmail.com). 

Software: will meet on Wednesday, October 17th at Carr & Ferrell (120 Constitution Dr, Menlo Park) from 1:00 PM 

to 5:00 PM. Contact: Ron Weissman (weissman@bandangels.com) and Ron Burns (rburns@bandangels.com). 

 VC: will meet on Tuesday, October 16th at TechCode (1172 Castro St, Mountain View) from 11:30 AM to 2:00 PM. 

Contact: Jack Guedj (jackpguedj@bandangels.com) and Bill Loesch (bill@loeschmail.com).  

Finance/Accounting experience. The company added both 

David Davis, a Senior Molecular Biologist and Genetics 

expert and an Analytical Chemist to the team. 

Purissima is ideally positioned to license compounds 

produced using its novel platform to large Pharma 

customers and to disrupt traditional supply chains and 

become the world's largest producer and wholesaler of 

high purity, branded, scalable and cost effectively 

manufactured cannabinoid therapeutics. 

Current investors include individuals, Life Science 

Angels, Band of Angels, Cantina Angels, and Salveo 

Capital. The company raised more than $1.1M in Seed 

financing in 2017 and, having achieved biosynthesis of 

three unique cannabinoids, is now raising a $5M Series A 

preferred stock financing to advance the technology 

towards commercial production and at the same time is 

courting potential strategic partners who desire access to a 

pure, scalable, low cost source of cannabinoids. 

Purissima possesses extensive genetic manipulation 

know-how, filed its first patent application, and 

conservatively expects to realize its first sales in its 3rd 

year of operation. The company was invited to join 

Johnson and Johnson Innovation labs (JLABS) in June 

2017 and is currently operating out of this ‘state of the art’ 

laboratory facility in South San Francisco, CA which 

provides an extremely capital efficient research 

environment. 

Purissima founders have collectively more than 60 years 

of practical experience working for both small and large 

multinational enterprises: George Rudenko PhD, Co-

Founder, CEO/CTO, genetics expert and inventor with 

more than 20 years of Bioengineering and Manufacturing 

experience; Robert Evans, Co-Founder, Chief Business 

and Strategy Officer, business development, marketing 

and sales expert with more than 20 years of Commercial 

experience; Yelena Popova, Co-Founder, CFO; CPA, 

CEP, senior finance executive with more than 20 years of 
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